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Abstract: Sustainability transitions research lacks a crucial perspective: the spatial dimension.
The interrelations between space and sustainability transition processes are thus underexposed.
The spatial dimension is, of course, implicitly addressed in transition research but it often remains
unclear which spatial concept is used and how the spatial conditions are embedded in the transition
processes. This paper approaches the problem in two steps: (1) analysing the various understandings
of transitions research and their implications for different spatial concepts relating to spatial
sustainability transition; and (2) focusing on different spatial concepts (from a positivist mode to
relational and socio-cultural approaches) and their reflections in different disciplines of social, natural
and technical sciences as well as in practice. By identifying the links between sustainable transition
approaches on the one hand and spatial conceptualizations on the other hand, this paper aims at
deepening both the spatial perspective and the understanding of sustainable transition research.
The results of this paper are three conceptual perspectives wherein space or spatial conceptualizations
can provide added value for sustainability transition research in inter- and transdisciplinary modes.
These three perspectives include (1) space as a “bridging concept,” (2) space as a “normative concept,”
and (3) space as an “approach to action.”
Keywords: sustainability; physical space; socio-cultural space; relational space; inter- and
transdisciplinarity; conceptual perspectives

1. Introduction
In our understanding, sustainability transitions are, per se, related to space and take place within
specific and given geographical contexts [1] (p. 2). However, until now, sustainability research has mainly
followed a domain-based approach (e.g., energy, water, etc.) in which space or spatial conceptualizations
only play a minor role [1,2]. Space is, of course, increasingly considered in sustainability transition
research [2–8] but this encompasses such concepts as location, uneven development, scaling and
(local) embeddedness. Sustainability transitions are neither considered in an inter-sectoral way nor
in a given geographical context. Additionally, transition research often uses implicit spatial concepts
or approaches. This becomes obvious, for example, with regard to the Sustainable Development
Goals (SDGs), including clean water and sanitation, affordable and clean energy, sustainable cities
and communities, climate action, etc. These goals are situated in specific spatial contexts but do
not explicitly pronounce any spatial dimensions. As a consequence, it remains unclear which
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spatial understandings or concepts sustainability research is based on. This “spatial blindness”
increases factual challenges at the local and regional levels, seen both as a spatial-physical space where
nature, (new) technologies, settlements, buildings or infrastructures have to be developed, tested and
constructed, as well as socio-cultural and political environments where different actors, institutions
and political arenas negotiate sustainability and aim to implement sustainable practices.
The aim of this paper is thus to broaden the spatial perspective on and understanding of
sustainability transition research. Therefore, shortcomings in existing conceptual frameworks in
transition research will be identified [1] (pp. 2–3) and complemented by introducing different
understandings and conceptualizations of space [9–11]. The idea is to develop a more differentiated
picture of the dynamic interrelations between transition processes on the one hand and spatial
perspectives on the other hand, including physical spaces, actors, institutional frameworks, symbolic
meanings and ideologies. Using space as a problem-oriented concept that encompasses both physical
structures and social, cultural and institutional changes, we will offer conceptual perspectives for a
broader understanding of sustainability transitions.
To do so, this theoretically oriented paper is based on extensive literature research, including
two electronic databases: Web of Knowledge and Scopus. The literature search concentrated on
English-speaking papers published in peer-reviewed journals; further eligible papers were identified
from following-up references. Methodologically, the literature survey first focused on transition
research, its goals and concepts; and, in a second step, on the spatial contexts and understandings
of sustainability transitions. In the first stage, the search for sustainability transition focused on a
selected review of some of its most prominent recent literature including the following key words
or combination of key words: “transition,” “transformation,” “urban,” “regional,” “sustainability,”
and “transition research.” In the selection and analysis of the articles, special attention was given to
(1) articles providing a systematic or comparative overview on the different approaches in transition
research; and (2) articles focusing on the spatial embeddedness of sustainable transitions. Therefore,
the literature search was thoroughly supplemented in the second stage by the following key words:
“spatial transition,” “geography of transition,” “space,” “spatial concepts” or “spatial conceptualization.”
The selected articles were examined and analysed by using a qualitative content analysis.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 focuses on sustainability transition research.
It describes the different understandings, goals and methodologies of transition approaches (Section 2.1)
and shows that sustainability transition approaches lack the spatial dimensions to facilitate or
promote transitions in urban and rural areas (Section 2.2). The following section (Section 2.3)
then tackles different understandings of space (physical, socio-cultural, relational). It emphasizes
how important a clear differentiation of space as a concept is for the broader understanding and
embeddedness of sustainability transitions. Section 3 develops conceptual perspectives wherein space
or spatial conceptualizations can provide added value for sustainability transition research in inter- and
transdisciplinary modes. These three perspectives include (1) space as a “bridging concept,” (2) space as a
“normative concept,” and (3) space as an “approach to action.” This is followed by a critical discussion on
the benefits and limits of an explicit space-based approach within transition research (Section 4).
2. Transition Research and the Spatial Dimension
Sustainability transitions have received increasing attention in scientific communities in the last
decade. Used in different disciplines as synonym of non-linear shifts, the term gains more specific
meaning in sustainability transitions research: There, sustainability transitions refer to large-scale
societal changes in response to grand societal challenges, serving as a “shorthand for transitions to
sustainability” [12] (p. 600). These structural, non-linear systemic changes concern cultural aspects
such as shared values, paradigms or discourses, as well as structures in institutions, in economic
perspectives and physical surroundings and, of course, practices of societal sub-systems becoming
noticeable in changed routines, behaviours or lifestyles [13,14].
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2.1. Transitions to Sustainable Developments—Goals, Concepts and Methodologies
Although sustainability transitions can neither be fully determined nor controlled, transitions do
have different aspects and phases in common. In general, nonlinearity is seen as one characteristic of
the nature of transitions, where transitions are seen as a societal searching and learning process
which includes a diversity of actors from different societal spheres (government, markets, civil
society), who jointly learn about existing challenges and their root causes, explore social, technical and
institutional innovations and change their behaviours [15] (p. 13). The study of transition research
supports fundamental change processes in societal systems toward sustainability from a scientific
perspective. Another important point characterizing transitions is their embeddedness in dynamics at
multiple levels, well-demonstrated in the conceptual framework as multi-level perspective (MLP) [16].
The term “level” is used to distinguish between context (landscape), the dominant regime and
alternatives (niches) and does not include a spatial understanding of levels as it refers more to
the distribution of innovations in a societal perspective. The third general characteristic of transitions
describes innovation itself as a systemic process interacting in a co-evolutionary way, or as stated by
Rotmans et al. [13] transitions are “more evolution than revolution.” From a systemic point of view,
transitions do not follow linear causalities but are continuously developing through interaction with
an initial change [12] (p. 608), [16].
Loorbach et al. [12] as well as Schneidewind/Augenstein [17], with little variation, identify three
different understandings or schools of transition research with different foci. These foci are dealt by
different disciplines with varying epistemological perspectives, changing methodologies and differing
conceptual frameworks. They are known as socio-technical understanding (a), the socio-institutional
approach (b) and socio-ecological thinking (c).
(a)

(b)

(c)

The roots of transition research lay in socio-technical understanding, the analysis of socio-technical
niches and innovation diffusion. The need for socio-technical understanding often starts
from new technologically feasible solutions in infrastructure and technologies, such as in the
energy or mobility sectors, whose implementation strategies lack a sociological perspective.
From an economic approach, it is often argued that innovation needs protected spaces in the
“interplay between incumbent regime structures, external landscape pressures and emerging
niches” [12] (p. 610), [17] (p. 91).
In terms of disciplines, the socio-institutional approach is based on a wide range of scientific
knowledge from economics, law, political science and geography. Research fields are manifold,
dealing with actor network theories and questions of governance, discursive approaches and
questions of power or research about innovation patterns [17] (p. 90), [18]. These approaches
“identify institutionalized cultures, structures and practices as regimes in which transitional
change takes place” [12] (p. 610). Existing empirical studies are mostly individual cases of specific
sectors or geographical areas with certain problems. A recent shift toward this socio-institutional
approach can be observed, especially in combination with the innovative capacity of niches in
dominant regimes [19].
Socio-ecological thinking frames transitions within planetary boundaries and the global resilience
discussion. Influenced by a more biological, nature-conservative approach, it “examines the way in
which this context pushes ecosystems beyond tipping points and planetary boundaries” [12] (p. 612).

Even though these different understandings underscore a great plurality among transition
research approaches, three main epistemological approaches can be outlined for different areas of
transition research. Each epistemological approach follows its own conceptual framework (overview
see [20]), as well as its own foci in terms of transition initiation, analysis or evaluation.
1.

Analytical studies “seeks to understand the role of societal forms of agency at different
levels and how they might interact with institutional and policy change” [12] (pp. 615, 616).
In general, analytical approaches describe the status quo in specific research perspectives,
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in order to (analytically) understand transition processes in specific cases. Conceptual
frameworks corresponding to analytical studies are multi-level perspective (MLP) and social
niche management (SNM).
Evaluative studies aim to understand how transition-oriented policies are set in place and
valuate the efficiency and effectiveness of different governance arrangements. “This research
deepens our understanding of the role of policy in sustaining existing regimes and advancing
sustainability transitions” [12] (p. 616). While analytical studies aim to understand the present
situation, evaluative studies are aimed at resuming past activities and discovering their impact
on sustainability transitions. The corresponding conceptual framework for evaluative studies is
the technological innovations system (TIS).
The third epistemological perspective is an experimental one, an approach to check the range
of transition research under real-time conditions. “The core idea is that through experiments
with new technologies and new socio-technical arrangements, processes of coevolution can
be stimulated” [12] (p. 617). Methods such as transitions arenas, scenarios and labs are used
to create an open learning atmosphere to test every sort of innovation. The approaches of
transition management (TM) or social niche management (SNM) are examples of corresponding
conceptual frameworks.

2.2. Transition Research and the (Missing) Spatial Context
The abovementioned understandings and approaches to sustainability transition research do
not explicitly mention spatial embeddedness—where and how transition processes take place.
“Traditionally, the sustainable transitions literature has given little attention to the importance of
specificity of transitions in particular places” [21] (p. 7). In fact, most studies of transition research
focus on urban settings, as urban areas are defined as nuclei of innovation where niche activities in
particular can be stimulated and set in place [1,22–24]. However, findings in the realm of spatial sciences
prove that even in rural areas, many different innovations are implemented and discussed under very
different circumstances, motivations and with smaller institutional barriers (e.g., in food supply or
mobility issues; see, for example, [25]). It seems surprising, then, that especially conceptual frameworks
are often less space-sensible and neglect the location-specific implementation of transition processes.
The Geographies of Transition [12,20], a relatively new approach within transition research, aims
at providing answers to this spatial blindness. Questions concerning spatial contexts and the general
understandings of space are addressed: How far do spatial levels (national, regional, local) matter
in order to initiate transition processes? How do local interventions and experiments with niches
influence a local context? Do the different approaches to transition activities work in all spatial contexts?
And how are transition processes to be implemented in formalized planning and decision contexts?
Scholars like Hansen/Coenen [21] started to implement space as a basic influence on transition
research, focusing on place-specificity and questions of scale. From their perspective, localized
institutional frameworks should be analysed in order to comprehend the background and potential of
individual transition experiments [3], [26] (p. 11). This approach seems to be strongly influenced by the
field of economic geography in relation to niche-regime analysis, as it does not address urban and rural
settings, shrinking and growing cities, socio-spatial interrelations within neighbourhoods, or regional
and national influences [27]. The introduction of questions of scale into sustainability transitions
research highlights the importance of the local and regional scales, as “networks of heterogeneous
actors are most easily established at the local and regional scale” [21] (p. 15). Hansen/Coenen [21]
(p. 15) mention the importance of a geographical proximity for common interactions and experiments.
But, in regard to different research approaches dealing explicitly with space and places (like spatial
planning, human geography, urbanism, etc.), transition research and the “geographies of transition”
research only refer to a small part of the spatial research perspective. In our understanding, the nascent
field of transition research could benefit from a more holistic implementation of spatial implications
to broaden their knowledge about spatial embeddedness. So how exactly are space and spatial
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concepts analysed and elaborated in spatial sciences and how does this refer to something like a spatial
transition research?
2.3. Exploring Spatial Contexts: Concepts and Approaches
Space is an omnipresent category with regard to both scientific debates and everyday language.
Environmentalists protect selected areas, landscape architects address landscapes as spatial expressions
of societal relations to nature, planning disciplines refer to spaces in the form of cities, villages,
private or public spaces, etc. In everyday life, people visit existing places or produce new spaces by
contributing to the redesign and conversion of their districts. However, a closer look reveals that we
are confronted with a variety of terms (such as area, landscape, place or space) and face contested
conceptualizations of space. In the following, we aim to make explicit these differences and reflect
upon the implications of spatial concepts. By introducing space as Euclidean geometrical space and
social space as well as its further development towards relational space, we build on an established
differentiation. Thereby, we excursively present the academic work of selected scholars and elaborate
epistemic differences between natural, technical and social sciences (see Table 1).
Table 1. Spatial Concepts (own illustration).
Euclidian Geometrical Space

Social Space

Space as . . .

Container

Relational

Social

Space as research subject

physical

socio-physical

socio-cultural

Space as epistemological
perspective

‘natural’ environments

Nature Cultures

social relations

Space as research
concept

naturalistic

dialectic or hybrid

socio-centric

from the outside to the inside

as inter-relations between
inside and outside

from the inside to the outside

- (neo-classical) economics
- natural and technical sciences

- geography
- urban and regional planning

- social and cultural sciences

Related disciplines

First of all, the understanding of space can follow the idea of Euclidean geometrical space.
This concept reflects the modern worldview, mainly influenced by natural sciences. In this vein, space
functions as a container, meaning that space is seen as a material, taken-for-granted non-societal but
environmental category. Subsequently, space might be empty or not, as “infinite, abstract, unchanging,
geometrically definable in terms of a system of coordinates and analytically independent of both time
and matter” [28] (p. 139 making reference to [29] (p. 75)). This positivist conceptualization of space
has not been completely overcome and is gaining renewed influence in the face of global conflicts
and environmental challenges to positivism [30]. Historically, it becomes evident in the Charter of
Athens (1933) and has particularly been shaped by German location theory: Based on the works
of von Thünen, scholars such as Alfred Weber, Walter Christaller, August Lösch and Walter Isard
examined choices of location of agricultural and industrial production, spatial economic order and the
development of central places [31]. Today we still witness specific references to this classic work [32]
as well as critical examination regarding their influence on Nazi’s spatial theory [33]. In particular,
geography, which might be characterized as the essential spatial science, has been dominated by the
conceptualization of space as a container. Moreover, the concept has strongly influenced (neo-classical)
economics based on the epistemology of natural sciences. Here, space is regarded as a distance that
needs to be overcome. Even the idea of nation-states in politics reflects the conception of space as a
container. Finally, a positivist planning model follows the idea of space as a neutral container [30]
(p. 431) and “still has a remarkably powerful resonance today” [10] (p. 624). However, the idea of an
absolute objective space determining the social has been fundamentally criticized, as space is not simply
about physical territoriality but is created through physical, economic and social networks [4] (p. 68).
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This has been taken up in the discussion on social spaces that replaced essentialist ideas of space by
more epistemological approaches. Following the sociological paradigm of explaining the social only by
means of the social, these approaches focus on space as a result of social thinking and action. Classical
representatives of such approaches include Émile Durkheim and Georg Simmel [34] (pp. 32–35). Their
conceptualizations mark a fundamental ontological change in approaching space theoretically as well
as empirically: Instead of examining space from the outside (container) to the inside, approaches
to social space reflect upon the inside and its implications for the outside. Consequently, space is
seen as a social category, emphasizing the political and historical significance and active production
of the spatial [28] (p. 140). Ever since the so-called spatial turn in the 1980s [35], these ideas of
spatiality as social relation have been taken up (again) so that space is a central category for social
and cultural sciences as well as humanities. Moreover, the interest in social space is reflected in and
enriched by disciplines such as human geography, urban design and gender studies. Finally, the social
production of spatiality is reflected in politics and the effort to spatial governance by means of spatial
planning [10], [30] (p. 430). Still, the idea of space as pure socio-spatial relations has been criticized
as one-sided because it overemphasizes the social dimension, thereby once again disconnecting the
“material” from the “social world.” Thus, critics ask for the meaning of physical aspects within socially
oriented conceptualizations of space. How does one think of space as material without equating
materiality with a container?
Within the discussion on social spaces relational approaches try to answer this question by arguing
that objects and space can only be understood in relation to each other and that space does not exist
as an entity in and of itself [36–38]. Space is constructed and “has meaning only in relation to the
perceptions of actors and to their interests and strategies” [4] (pp. 68–69), meaning that space “does not
exist independent of objects and events” but is constructed from the relations between them [30] (p. 431).
Thus, space is both a product and process; it is a (material) result of perceived facts and interpretations.
Consequently, relational approaches to space neither favour the outside nor the inside but analyse
the interface between both. This relational view of space is reflected in various disciplines and seems
dominant not only in geography [11] but also in planning theory and practice [10,39] and spatial
sociology [38,40]. Many scholars refer to Henri Lefebvre as a central figure for the development of
relational spatial concepts. In one of his central works, “The production of space” [41], he introduces a
threefold understanding of space in physical, mental and social regards. Lefebvre pays considerable
attention to the world of everyday life and people’s appropriation of spaces in an urban context,
making his work compatible to present problem-centred transdisciplinary approaches. Another
famous representative whose view of space and spatiality is “essentially relational” [11] (p. 228) is
Doreen Massey. She characterizes space “as the product of interrelations” [42] (p. 9), meaning that
“space is a mirror, object and expression of societal power relations and of more or less obvious power
struggles” [43].
By trying to overcome the dichotomy between space as a container and social spaces, relational
approaches offer promising interpretations of further spatial categories: Contrary to positivist
approaches that consider space and place as synonymous, relational approaches understand these
two concepts as dialectically related or hybrid and emphasize the socio-cultural and socio-economical
functions of places. Thus, relational approaches ask for the actors and their perceptions and
interpretations of spatial qualities in the process of place-making [44]. Another important spatial issue
is scale. From a relational spatial perspective, scales powerfully structure everyday life but at the same
time they are seen as social outcomes [45]. Thus, the “[u]nderstanding of spatiality as matters of fact is
combined with its understanding as matters of concern” [30] (p. 438).
Relational thinking further puts emphasis on functional (planning) spaces. These spaces do
not necessarily correspond with territorial planning spaces; rather, they represent specific social
constructions of space “leading to a proliferation of overlapping and enmeshed functional spaces of
planning” [46] (p. 15). Functional spaces involve new and flexible governance arrangements between
public, civil and private actors “that may vary according to the project or thematic policy area under
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construction” and that are intended to allow “new thinking to emerge and to provide testing grounds
for new policy interventions” [46] (p. 14). This might include housing market areas and commuting
areas as well as diverse environmental spaces such as river estuaries, regional parks, bio-regions,
renewable energy regions and landscape regions. According to Olesen [47] (p. 151), functional spaces
can also be understood or even used strategically to achieve socially relevant objectives such as, for
example, sustainable development.
3. Conceptual Perspectives for a Deeper Understanding of Spatial Transitions Toward Sustainability
In our point of view, realizing sustainable spaces and places is part of sustainable spatial transition
and can only be achieved by inter- and transdisciplinary approaches [22,48,49]. Using space or spatial
conceptualizations as a problem-oriented concept that encompasses both physical structures and social,
cultural and institutional changes might offer conceptual perspectives for a broader understanding
of sustainability transitions. Therefore, we will identify the links between sustainable transition
approaches and spatial conceptualizations before outlining three conceptual perspectives for a deeper
understanding of spatial transitions toward sustainability.
3.1. Linking Sustainable Transition Approaches and Spatial Conceptualizations to Each Other
Luque-Ayala et al. [8] (p. 2) summarize how a city transitioning toward low carbon emissions
has to study transitions “in their political, geographical and developmental contexts,” considering
technological-material, societal and institutional changes in cities at different spatial levels. This already
indicates that space itself is not a given category but is socially defined, reproduced and redefined
(see Section 2.3). “As such, transitions do not simply occur within a certain territorially bounded space
(e.g., a country) but emerge out of the tensions created in multi-scalar interactions between spatially
distributed actors embedded in multi-level structures with different temporal dynamics” [4] (p. 70).
In this relational perspective, space is used to map the uneven geographical landscape of innovation
and technical change [2] (p. 969); that is, to explain why innovations and socio-technical changes
emerge in one place and not in others (or emerge in a different way). Therefore, transition research
recognizes the importance of local contexts and conditions and uses multi-level and multi-scalar
governance approaches to relate global, national and local politics to each other (see Sections 2.1
and 2.2). By doing so, sustainable transition approaches become spatially sensitive to the institutional
contexts within which socio-technical transition processes evolve and which are highly path-dependent
and localized in nature [2] (p. 973). This relational understanding of space and transition allows
researchers and policy-makers to promote and govern transition toward sustainability successfully.
However, according to our point of view, sustainability transitions should go beyond this
understanding. Looking, for example, at the SDGs of the United Nations it is apparent that achieving
most of these goals has direct spatial impacts; this applies above all to clean water and sanitation,
affordable and clean energy or sustainable cities and communities that, inter alia, claim for new
settlement structures and infrastructures the provision of land for the generation of renewable energies,
etc. Space is thus not only an explanatory variable for different institutional or local contexts or for the
various speeds of the transition of socio-technical systems. In our understanding, these socio-technical
innovations transform space directly and actively but are, at the same time, dependent on space or
spatial conditions, meaning that space and spatial conditions also influence the emergence and spill
over of technical innovations (see Figure 1). This does not only apply to physical spaces but further
embraces—as space is produced and reproduced through human intentions and can be regarded as a
structuring element of social processes—relational spatial approaches (see Section 2.3). This allows us
to broaden the spatial perspective of transition research as further relevant dimensions are introduced
to strengthen the conceptual perspectives of transition approaches. By making the inherent spatial
understandings of transition processes explicit, the distinct approaches can be identified, positioned
in the research field and research gaps can be described. Using the knowledge from spatial sciences
and taking advantage of current knowledge from other scientific fields, transition research is able to
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integrate spatial concerns into its future research perspectives. How this might look will be outlined in
the following chapter.
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change and prevention of undesired incidents. This future orientation also means that solution
approaches and strategies often are non-linear (uncertain), due to social or environmental changes
as well as the complex and interrelated challenges that sustainability transitions and spatial
conceptualizations face.
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develop accordingly in line with formal land-use plans, vacant land could also be considered as a
resource or have the potential for unorthodox and innovative uses [50] (p. 3). This creates room to
manoeuvre for politicians, public actors, economic actors or civil-society actors, allowing or facilitating
innovative and often experimental solutions in a spatial context. These temporary and experimental
uses of brownfield sites can, on the one hand, pursue ecological transition goals (e.g., by leaving
brownfield sites to run wild, by “creating” open or green spaces or by keeping brownfields free of
any development to maintain their functions as areas of cold-air production, fresh air lanes, etc.) but
also social transition aims. Regarding the latter, vacant land and brownfield sites might be considered
from inhabitants and concerned groups to be for intermediate (social) uses, for example, for urban
gardening or for recreation or sports. It is important here that the local actors have the opportunity to
play an active role in the process, can develop their own (spatial) ideas and can—in comparison to
the status quo—contribute to a sustainable spatial transition via experimental and innovative uses
or solutions.
Another approach to frame the transition of (physical and social) spaces can be found in design-based
strategies. Design thinking combines people’s desires and needs with what is technological and
scientifically feasible, physically relevant and economically viable [51]. In this sense, design-based
strategies can actively be used to contribute to the sustainable transition of cities and regions. By pursuing
a solution-based approach [52,53], design thinking—similar to the temporary and flexible use of vacant
land—is strongly related to material and social spaces. In this context, various strategies and methods
are combined, based on criteria such as practicality, appropriateness, experimental design, empathy
and cultural fit [54], aiming at aesthetic, functional, emotional and strategic qualities. Design-based
strategies are, for example, used to design airports and touristic strategies but also to develop new
and sustainable neighbourhoods. In this way, this approach has the potential to consider the physical
space, the social needs and the social interpretations of space and (technical and cultural) innovations
at the same time.
4. Discussion
As pointed out above, the ongoing debate about sustainability transitions and its pathways
toward an implementation of sustainable living conditions lacks space as a crucial perspective
asking how specific places have to facilitate, prepare, promote or implement a more sustainable
future. This theoretical and empirical gap increases factual challenges on the local and regional
level, but, in our understanding, inter- and transdisciplinary sustainability sciences will unavoidably
be confronted with different conceptualizations of space. As deeper investigation in the field of
spatial sciences has clarified, space has been—and continues to be—conceptualized in manifold ways.
Thus, sustainability transition research is unavoidably confronted with different, partly contradictory
spatial conceptualizations. Relational approaches to space—which are necessarily more than an
addition of container and pure social spatial concepts—seem promising to focus on the interrelations
between space as a structure and space as a social process. In view of the above, we developed three
perspectives in order to elaborate the interface between sustainability transition and space. These
include space as a bridging concept, space as a normative concept and space as an approach to action.
In conclusion, the benefits and limits of an explicit space-based approach within sustainability
transition research need to be critically discussed. We argue that the field of sustainability transition
research might take the chance and use the knowledge from spatial sciences with regard to both
theoretical and empirical challenges to develop a broader understanding of transition and to embed
transition processes in spatial contexts. Regarding this interface, at least three consequences can
be derived.
4.1. Paradigmatic Consequences
We address sustainability transition research as inter- and transdisciplinary sciences. Thus, different
disciplinary perspectives as well as contributions from practice form particular understandings of the
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problem, formulate research questions, choose methods, etc. Space as a bridging concept (see Section 3.2)
strengthens this inter- and transdisciplinary perspective by making it more explicit. The paradigmatic
consequence of this insight is that sustainability transition research will rather succeed as a mode 2
science, which is application-oriented and transdisciplinary.
4.2. Epistemological Consequences
Engagement with different spatial concepts has shown that there is a need to overcome the
reductionist perspectives on space as either “natural” environments or social relations. Inter- and
transdisciplinary sustainability transition research cannot go along with a disciplinary dichotomization
where physical space is handed over to natural and technical sciences, whereas social sciences deal
with social relations. To overcome the still dominant perspective of space as a container does not
mean to ignore or forget about spatial materiality. This materiality must not be confused with a
non-societal natural or built environment determining the conditions for the social in the sense
of “planetary boundaries.” The epistemological consequence of this insight is that sustainability
transition research needs to reflect (all) its central categories (nature, technic, etc.) with respect to
epistemological reductionisms.
4.3. Methodological and Methodical Consequences
Taking space into consideration links up theoretical and empirical intentions in terms of
methodology and methods. The methodological consequences are about matching the requirements
that arise out of the relational spatial approach by capturing interrelations between the material and
the social world and by addressing space simultaneously as a product and a process. To meet these
requirements, a variety of methods are needed. These are quantitative and qualitative methods,
scenario technics, modelling, etc. The methodological and methodical consequence of this insight is
that sustainability transition research needs to elaborate an ambitious methodological program and
bring together diverse methods.
After all, we claim for nothing more than a “spatial turn” in sustainability transition research.
Following Malpas [11] (p. 227), it is “imperative that the concept of space [is] more carefully and
critically examined.” This is not an academic goal in itself but offers conceptual perspectives in order to
promote inter- and transdisciplinary dialogues and discourses and to reflect upon political implications
of scientific research and vice versa with regard to “our common future.”
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